Otter Vacuum Systems
Would like to bring you up to date...

Key Features

Installation of
vacuum into
modern homes

BEDROAM and
George Clark’s
Amazing Spaces

Exciting
prospects for the
future

Since Otter Vacuum Systems became the UK Saving them up to 90%

Otter Vacuum Systems are supplying over

distributor of Norwegian company Jets™

400 toilets and five large multiple Vacuumara-

water by using only 0.5

(Land and Transport) we have sold over 1000 litres with every flush.

tor® pumping stations. By using JETS™ vac-

toilets! We are very proud that our partnership See our website for

uum it is anticipated that the highest BREEAM

is making a real impact in the mobile and

more information on this

Award will be achieved by being so economic

event sector. And now for home living!

remarkable house.

Jets charm toilet

We installed 5

We had the excitement

vacuum toilets

of our toilets being shown on Channel 4’s

into an impres- George Clark’s Amazing Spaces They were

For more
information please
contact us and we’d be
happy to help!

Thompson house from the back with stunning
views of the landscape and the sedum roof

and efficient. The installation will give huge
environmental benefits due to massive water
saving as well as providing a clean and
healthy environment for the users.

sive, new,

featured on a episode with our customer Ollie Otter Vacuum Systems and Jets™ will once

modern build,

Kemp. The motorbike enthusiast revamped

again be attending The Showman’s Show.

boasting air

an old double decker bus and turned it into a

We will be at our usual spot, in Avenue D so

source heat

luxurious Japenese pod style hotel that sleeps please come along!

pumps which

up to 18. Ollie now has his own company and

absorb heat

we are very pleased that he decided to use us

from the out-

to supply his loos! For more information visit

admin@
ottervacuum.co.uk

side air. As well as a whole house ventilation

+44 (0) 1725 513264

system to maintain indoor air quality and re-

BEDROAM

duce the costs of heating and cooling the
house. The building is very energy efficient
and looking after the environment was a big
attribute that the owners wanted to achieve,
which is why they chose our vacuum toilets!

The view of the Norwegian town Alesund
BEDROAM bus and the bathrooms with vacuum toilets

